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Special Programmes
The first days of the festival (1-4 October) will be
targeted to specific audiences through special
programs, in particular biology students, students
of tourism, business and public sector related to
nature tourism. We leave the invitation to all who
are interested in participating in the initiatives that
we are preparing to contact the event
organization. You may also submit suggested
programmes (topics to be addressed, activities to
be undertaken, etc.) so that our proposal meets
the objectives of your visit. Contact: Alexandra
Lopes
(SPEA),
alexandra.lopes@spea.pt;
(00351) 213 220 434.
In the case of touristic animation companies who
want to visit Sagres, we suggest making use of
our service "VIP Manager".

VIP Manager - Plan your trip to Sagres
Is available a personalized customer service "VIP
Manager" directed at tour operators and
individual visitors who want more information
about the region, particularly in terms of
accommodation, catering and other services in
the municipality. It is an opportunity for
stakeholders to stay aware of what the region
has to offer at this level, establish partnerships
for the creation of package tours, and planning
visits to this destination during the festival or at
other times of year.
Contacts: Ana Fernandes (CMVB), (00351) 910
547 861, gav.ana.fernandes@cm-viladobispo.pt.

Presence confirmed - Erik Hirschfeld,
publisher of the book “The World's Rarest
Birds”
Further to a contact made during our presence in
2011 in Falsterbo Bird Show (Sweden), this
publisher has now confirmed their participation at
the 3rd Festival of Sagres in which will make a
presentation of the book - The World's Rarest
Birds. "It will certainly be an opportunity not to
miss to hear about a topic that is the agenda at a
time when the IUCN prepares to make a revision
to this list of birds.
The project World's Rarest began in 2010 when
the United Nations proclaimed "International Year
of Biodiversity." It is a non-profit initiative that
aims to draw attention to the species most
threats and raise funds for their conservation. In
this first phase addressed particularly birds and
contributed significantly to the work of BirdLife
International, specifically for their Prevention
Program of the extinctions. The World's Rarest
Birds is the successor to the Rare Birds
Yearbook edition, published in 2007 and 2008,
which included the critically endangered species.

